1. Content of this paper. Given any irreducible von Neumann geometry L and any complete Boolean algebra B we shall construct a particular reducible geometry B(L) which has its centre isomorphic to B and is such that each Iwamura local component of B(L) contains a sublattice isomorphic to L. If B is finite or if L is compact (in the dimension topology) each Iwamura local component is actually isomorphic to L.
We shall use a point-free generalization of the constructon given in [2, §6] . A von Neumann geometry (briefly, a geometry) Lis a complemented modular lattice containing at least two elements which is complete and satisfies von Neumann's lattice continuity conditions [6, pp. 1, 2, Axioms I-IV].
Our construction of B(L) is valid and yields a von Neumann geometry whenever (i) B is a Boolean algebra, (ii) L is a complemented modular lattice, and 
Construction of B(L).
A set of nonzero disjoint elements in B, u -{b} with supremum = 1 will be called a partition. If u,v are partitions then uv denotes the partition consisting of all nonzero b fie with beu, cev.
A function / defined for all beu with values in L will be called a partitionfunction, more precisely, a u-function. Iff is a «-function and g is a u-function then / U g, f n g will denote the »u-functions with values /(è) U g(c), respectively, f(b) n g(c) for nonzero /> O c(b £ u, c e v). We define d(/,g) to be sup (d(f(b) ,g(c))\beu,cev,b r\c ^0). Clearly, if ñ is a w-function then (fug)vh = (fuh)u(gvh).
We shall call/= {f} fundamental (or a fundamental sequence) if each/" is a partition-function and d(f,f"1) -» 0 as n, m -+ oo. Because of the results of §2 it follows that if/ = {/"} and g = {gn} are fundamental, then as n,m -* oo, d (f,gm) converges to a limit, which we denote d(f,g); d(f,f) = 0, d(f,g) = d(g,f)^0, f u g = {/" U g"} and / n g = {/" n g"} are both fundamental, d(/,g) = d(fVg,fr\g), and if f,g,h,k are fundamental, then
Uf,g are fundamental we write/ = g if d(/,g) = 0 and/= g if d(f\J g,g) = 0 (equivalent^, fUg = g). Clearly, d(/,g) = d(fx,gx) if / =/, and g = gt.
The relation = is easily seen to be an equivalence relation on the set of fundamental sequences; from now on we identify each fundamental sequence with its equivalence class. With this identification, we denote the set of fundamental sequences (or their equivalence classes) by B(L).
Clearly B(L) is ordered by the relation / = g defined above and B(L) has a zero (namely,/={/"} where for each n,f"(b) is defined for b = l(eB) with value 0(eL)), and a unit (namely/={/"} where for each n,f(b) is defined for b = l(eB) with value l(eL)).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Lemma 1. If f,g are in LiB) then j"u g, f'n g are effective as sup(/,g), inf if,g), respectively, and LiB) is a modular lattice.
Proof. (/Ug)U/=/Ugso/Ug;>/. Similarly/U g ;> g.On the other hand, if n is fundamental and n S:/, h ^ g hold, then because of §2, d(ñ u(/Ug), h) d(ñ u/,n) + dih Ug,/i) = 0 + 0 = 0 so n ^/Ug.
Thus /Ug is effective as sup(/,g). Similarly/n g is effective as inf(/,g).
Lemma 2. L(B) is complemented.
Proof. Let / be a given fundamental sequence. By using an equivalent fundamental sequence {/"} we may suppose (i) : each /" is a «"-function for partitions u" such that beun, ceu"+i, 6nc#0 implies c _ b, and (ii): d(/"/"+1) < l/«2 f°r afi n-Then we need only find u"-functions g for n = 1,2,-with the properties g"(Z>) U/n(/>) = 1, g"(b) n/"(o) = 0 for each beun and dig", g"+ l) ^ d(/n, /"+'). This g = {g"} is necessarily fundamental and by Lemma 1, sup(/,g) =/Ug = 1, inf(/,g) =/Og = 0, so g is a complement of/ in BiL).
Thus we need only show: for any n ^ 1 and beu",given at =/"(/>), a2 = g"(/>) with axyj a2-l(eL), a^d^ 0(eL) and given a3 =/n+1(c) for somece w"+1 with c ^ b, there exists a4eL such that a3 Ua4 = 1, a3 Ha4 = 0 and d(a2,a4) = d(ax,a3). For then we can define gn+1ic) = a4.
As shown in [2, Lemma 6 .9], a4 can be chosen as 
Lemma 3. LiB) is complete.
Proof. We need only show that for any given set of fundamental sequences {fx\ael}, the supremum exists in LiB). Since LiB) is known to be a lattice we may replace {/" | a e 1} by the set of all {fs\s c I, s finite} where/, = IJC/a | a e s). For each m we choose mis) by induction on m so that mis) > (m -1) (s) and dif?JD < 1/m for all m,p^ mis).
ISRAEL HALPERIN [May We shall now define a fundamental sequence g = {gn} and then verify that this g is effective as sup{/s}. We shall define g "to be a «"-function with partitions «" such that beun, ceun+x, bOc^O imply c g b.
Let «! consist of the single element 1 and set g1(ux)=0 (eL). This defines ux and g1.
Suppose for some « > 1 that ux,---,u""x, g1,-,gn_1 have been defined. Then for each aeu"_x we shall choose certain nonzero disjoint b^a and define g"(b) for these b in such a way that the set of all chosen b (for all a e «"_ x) will form a partition «" and g" will be a «"-function.
We shall actually define « subsets of {b}, namely a\, -,a"r, -,a" and define g"(b) for beaj¡, as follows. Clearly u" = {b|be(a"' U ••• Ua"n),aeun_x} is a set of disjoint beB, with each b ^ some a e«"_i. We shall see now that w" has supremum in B equal to 1. Suppose, if possible that for some aeun-u sup(b| be(al U ••• Ua")) = a#a; then a -â # 0. Then for any s, and any m ^ n(s) there is some c for which /"(c) is defined and c n (a -ä) # 0. Then this b = c O (a -a) could be adjoined to a", contradicting the maximality of an". Thus sup«"^a for every ae«"_j, hence sup«" = 1, so «" is a partition of B. Clearly g"is a «"-function.
Next we shall see that {gn} is fundamental. 
So ¿iQ*", gm)-► 0 as «,m-> oo. This means that g = {#"} is fundamental. Next we show that g ïzfs for each s. We need only show that d(g U/S,g) = 0; hence we need only show that d(gm U/™(s), g"1) -» 0 as m -y co .
Suppose gm(b) and /?(s)(c) are defined for some b n c # 0. Then Dif7is\c) U gmib)) z% Digmib)) + 2/m so digm Uff'\ gm) S 2/m and -0 as m -> oo, as required. Finally, we shall show that if n is fundamental and n ^/s for all s then h^.g. Suppose h = {/i"} and choose n(/i) so that dihm,hp) < 1/n for all m,p ^ nih). Then d(nm u/f, nm) z% 2/n if m k n(n) and p k b(s). Hence din™ u g", h") g 2/n if m ^ n(/i) since each g"(i>) =/f (c) for some s and some p ^ n(s) and some c^b. Hence dihm U gm, hm) -* 0 as m -» oo. Thus n jg g as required.
This completes the proof that BiL) is complete. Proof. We need to show that iffx z%fß for all a < ß < Q, for some limit ordinal Í2, then / n (J(/a | a < Í2) =[J(/n/a|a < Q). Since L(B) is complemented and modular it is sufficient to show that if/ n/a = 0 for each a then/ n (^Ji/, | a e /)=0.
Let g = (J(/a | a e /) be formed as in Lemma 3. Then since/ n/, = 0, it follows for every a that /)(/'"(*>) nfZic)) < 2/n if m ^ n(/) and m ^ n(a), where n(/) is chosen so that d(/m,/p) < 1/n if m,p^.nif), and n(a) is chosen so that d(/™,/D < V« if m,p ^ n(a), and b,c are elements e B such that /m(6),/™(c) are defined and /? n c # 0. Proof. If {/, | a e 1} are given, we form g = p)(/a | a e I) by a procedure dual to that used in Lemma 3. Then Lemma 5 can be verified by an argument dual to that used in Lemma 4. Theorem 1. LiB) is a von Neumann geometry.
Proof. This is a restatement of Lemmas 1-5. Remark 1. If Lsatisfies a chain condition, that is, Lis the direct sum of a finite number of discrete ( = finite dimensional irreducible projective) geometries then the proof of Theorem 1 can be simplified; in this case BiL) coincides with the set of all partition functions.
Remark 2. If Dia) > 0 for a =£ 0, BiL) contains a sublattice L which is lattice isomorphic to L namely the constant sequences fa = {/"} with fjfi) defined for b = 1 and /"(l) = aeL, for all n. The mapping /"*-*■ a is a lattice isomorphism.
Remark 3. Let B0 be the Boolean algebra consisting of 0,1 only and suppose Dia) > 0 if a ^ 0, so B0iL) is a von Neumann geometry containing L (isomorphic to L) as a sublattice. Then B0iL) =L if and only if L is a von Neumann geometry and D((J(aa | a < Q) = sup(D(aa) | a < Ü) whenever aa g aß for all a z% ß < SI.
[May Remark 4. If L is a von Neumann geometry and D(a) > 0 for a=£0 and D((J(aa | a < Q)) = sup(/)(aa) | a < Q) whenever aa = aß for all a 5Í /? < Q, then 2 the centre of L is a complete Boolean algebra isomorphic to a finite measure algebra (then Z cannot contain a noncountable set of nonzero disjoint elements).
Remark 5. We could construct B(L) in terms of an arbitrary family of given dimension functions D, (in place of one function D) but then to obtain a von Neumann geometry B(L) we would need to use fundamental filters/ (in place of fundamental sequences). We omit the details.
We shall call a fundamental sequence {/"} distributive if whenever f(b) is defined its value is distributive in L (zeL is called distributive in L if z n(a U b) = (z n a) u (z nfc) for all a, b e L). It is clear that the distributive fundamental sequences form a sublattice of B(L) which is isomorphic to (and henceforth will be identified with) B (2) If qn -» 0 as n -* oo it will follow that /={/"} is fundamental, e B(Z) and/= /, as desired.
Thus to prove Lemma 6, we may assume that for some fixed e > 0: qn> s for an infinite number of n and we need only derive a contradiction (assuming that L is a von Neumann geometry). Now for some n0, and for some b0 for which fn° (b0) is defined : (i) d(/"°(b0), z) > e for all z £ Z and (ii) for all n^n0 the c" for which f(c") is defined and c" n b0 ¥= 0 satisfy d(/"(cB),/"°(b0)) < e/4. 
Since ey is in Z, Lemma 7 (and hence also Lemma 6) is established. Then as Iwamura showed, the relation " = (atp)" is an equivalence relation in Land iff is identified with its equivalence class, the set of equivalence classes is ordered under the relation "^(atp)"
and is an irreducible von Neumann geometry, denoted L/p. We shall call L/p the Iwamura local component of L at p.
Throughout the rest of this section we shall assume that L is an irreducible von Neumann geometry, that D denotes its (unique) dimension function, that B is a complete Boolean algebra and that p is a maximal dual ideal of B. For each ceL, fc = {/"} will denote the constant sequence with /"(l) defined and equal to c for all n.
We shall prove: such that gj u/i = gj Ufj = 1, gj n/x = gy nfj = 0 (in B(L)) for j ^ 2.
We may, without loss of generality, suppose that for each n there is a partition u" and fj = {/"}, g; = {g"} with u"-functions // and g).
For each n choose an element b" e u". Then as n -» oo : It is easy to see that L is compact if and only if for each real number a (0 g a g 1) the set of elements of dimension a is compact (or empty); if Lis a discrete (that is, projective finite dimensional) geometry, this condition is equivalent to: the number of elements in Lis finite.
We shall prove: Theorem 4. // L is an irreducible von Neumann geometry and B is a complete Boolean algebra, the Iwamura local components of BiL) are all isomorphic to L if either the number of elements in B is finite or L is compact.
Lemma 9 (von Neumann [5, p. 107] Proof. We may suppose each/" is a «"-function with partitions un such that beu", ce un+1, b O c # 0 imply c^b.
By using a suitable subsequence of the /" we may also suppose that Z"=i d(f,f+1) < oo. Denote/ as fy. We shall show that for some fixed constant fc < oo, we can define, for each n 
